STRIPED UP THE BAND

WITH Ludwig® RAINBOW VISTALITE® OUTFITS
OW VISTALITE® OUTFITS

No. 993 TP Pro Beat Outfit
Illustrated in Pattern (G) Spiral Red and Clear Vistalite.
STRIPE ARE IN

and Ludwig has them

Make way for an explosion of color! Here come Ludwig's New Rainbow Vistalite Drums bursting forth with an avalanche of shimmering stripes, spirals, bars and swirls. Never before has the performing drummer had so versatile a "palette" with which to color his sound... and his look.

With Ludwig's exclusive new Rainbow Vistalite shells you can design and CREATE a drum outfit as distinctly INDIVIDUAL as you... using stripes, spirals, swirls, and rainbow bands for a complete CUSTOM LOOK.

Whatever customizing you specify, Vistalite also assures the projection, tonal response and sound you want to hear. The EXCLUSIVE Rainbow patterns are available for snares, bass drums, tom toms... all Ludwig drums.
VISTALITE® OUTFITS

PATTERN (A)
No. 989 TP
Big Beat Outfit
Illustrated in Pattern (A)
3 Band Rainbow
Red, Solid Black and Green Vistalite.

PATTERN (B)
No. 989 TP
Big Beat Outfit
Illustrated in Pattern (B)
5 Band Rainbow
Solid Black and Clear Vistalite.

PATTERN (D)
No. 363 TP
Big Beat Outfit
Illustrated in Pattern (D)
3 Band Swirl
Red, Solid White and Blue Vistalite.
Choose any selection & mixture

The patterns shown are available on all drums listed in the Ludwig 75-1 Catalog. Choose any selection and mixture of the following Vistalite Colors: Clear, Blue, Amber, Yellow, Red, Green, Solid White and Solid Black. When ordering, please be sure to specify Pattern Designation, Choice of Colors and Color Sequence. Should you wish to order your Rainbow Outfit with No.400 Metal Shell Snare Drum in place of the Vistalite Snare Drum, please specify “TPM” (M for Metal Shell).

COLORS
- Clear
- Solid White
- Solid Black
- Red
- Amber
- Yellow
- Green
- Blue

PATTERNS
- PATTERN (A) 3 Band Rainbow
- PATTERN (B) 5 Band Rainbow
- PATTERN (C) Spiral
- PATTERN (D) 3 Band Swirl
- PATTERN (E) 2 Band Swirl
- PATTERN (F) Vertical Bar
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